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Let .F(p) be the class of analytic and p-valent functions with negative coef- 
ticients. Also let .T*(p. s() and %(p, a) denote the subclasses of .X(p) consisting of 
p-valent starlike functions of order CL and p-valent convex functions of order a, 
respectively. The object of the present paper is to prove various distortion theorems 
for the fractional calculus of functions in the classes F*(p, G() and %‘(p, a). By 
specializing the parameters involved, the corresponding results for several 
interesting subclasses of analytic functions can easily be deduced. R’, 1987 Academtc 
Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIEz~ 
Let Y(p) be the class of functions of the form 
,f(z)=z”+ f  apfnzP+” (PCJ-1 (1.1) 
n=l 
which are analytic and p-valent in the unit disk uz! = {z: Iz1 < 1 }, 
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.2’={1,2,3 ,... ). Then a functionf’(z) of the class Y(p) is called a p-valent 
starlike function of order x if,f(z) satisfies the conditions 
Re{?f’(zh!fif()) > u (1.2) 
and 
-277 
! Re{zf’(z)/f(z)} de = 2p7c (1.3) 0 
for 0 6 cx <p, p E JV, and z E 4Y. We denote by ,Y*(p, c() the class of all 
p-valent starlike functions of order a. 
A functionf(z) of the class Y(p) is called a p-valent convex function of 
order c1 iff(z) satisfies the following conditions: 
Re{ 1 + zf”(z)lf’(z)} > x (1.4) 
and 
/*’ Re{ 1 + zf”(z)lf’(z)} dtl= 2p7c 
JO 
(1.5) 
for 0 d c1 <p, p E N, and z E @. We denote by X(p, 0~) the class of all 
p-valent convex functions of order Z. We note that ,f(z) E X(p, c() if and 
only if $‘(z)/p E Y*( p, 3) for 0 < r <p. 
The class ,Y*(p, a) was introduced by Patil and Thakare [7], and the 
class .K(p, a) was recently studied by Owa [6]. In particular, the classes 
,Y’*( I, x) and ~X( I, x) were first introduced by Robertson [9], and were 
subsequently studied by Schild [12], MacGregor [2], and Pinchuk [S]. 
Let X(p) denote the subclass of Y(p) consisting of functions of the form 
.f’(=) = :I’- i: u,,+,,?+” (a,,+,,30;pG.1‘). (1.6) 
,I = I 
We denote by F*(p, a) and %‘(p, a) the classes obtained by taking inter- 
sections, respectively, of the classes Y*(p, c() and X(p, U) with F(p); that 
is, 
F-*(P, a) = y*tp, a) l-l F-(P) 
and 
WP, a) = .x(P, a) n F(P). 
The classes F*(p, x) and V(p, U) were recently introduced by Owa [6]. 
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Moreover, Schild [ 131 considered a subclass of F( 1) consisting of 
polynomials having IzI = 1 as the radius of univalence, and Silverman [ 141 
proved several interesting coefficient inequalities, distortion theorems, and 
covering theorems for the classes F*( 1, CC) and %‘( 1, c(). 
In the present paper we establish various distortion theorems for the 
fractional calculus (defined in Sect. 2) of functions f(z) belonging to the 
classes .F*(p, CX) and %?(p, CX) with the aid of the following lemmas proved 
by Owa [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Let the function f(z) be defi:ned by (1.6). Then f(z) is in the 
class F*( p, a) if and only if 
.,!, (P+n-~)a,+.dp-~. (1.7) 
The result (1.7) is sharp. 
LEMMA 2. Let the function f(z) be defined by (1.6). Then f(z) is in the 
class %‘( p, ct ) if and only if 
(1.8) 
The result (1.8) is sharp. 
LEMMA 3. Let thefunctionf(z) defined by (1.6) be in the class Y*(p, CC). 
Then 
lZIP-(P-~) IzY+%P+ 1 -a)< If(z)1 
d (zl~+(p-a)Izl~+f/(p+l-a) (1.9) 
and 
for ZE%. The results (1.9) and (1.10) are sharp. 
LEMMA 4. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.6) be in the class %?(p, a). 
Then 
(ZIP--(p-a) IzlP+‘/{(p+ l)(p+ 1 -a)‘, d If(z)l 
d l-‘IP+p(p-~) I=l”+‘/{(P+ l)(P+- 1 -a)) (1.11) 
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P IzIP ’ -P(P-cr) lzl”l(p+ 1 -a)< I.f”(Z)l 
d P IzIP l+P(P--r) lzl”l(P+ 1 -r) (1.12) 
for z E GY. The results (1.11) and (I .12) are sharp. 
2. DEFINITIONS OF FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES AND FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS 
Indeed, in the literature, there are many essentially equivalent definitions 
of fractional derivatives and fractional integrals ((;I:, e.g., [I, Chap. 13; 3, 4, 
10, 11; 15, p. 28 et seq.; 16, Chap. 5; IS]). We find it to be convenient to 
recall here the following definitions which were used recently by Owa [S] 
(and also by Srivastava and Owa [ 171). 
DEFINITION 1. The fractional integral of order 3, is defined by 
(2.1) 
where A > 0, f(z) is an analytic function in a simply-connected region of the 
z-plane containing the origin and the multiplicity of (z - [)” ’ is removed 
by requiring log(z - [) to be real when z - [ > 0. 
DEFINITION 2. The fractional derivative of order A is defined by 
1 d 
Dlf(zJ=,o, ” (z-(Y)i s 
= f(i) di 
’ (2.2) 
where 0 < A < 1, ,f(z) is an analytic function in a simply-connected region of 
the z-plane containing the origin and the multiplicity of (z- [))’ is 
removed as in Definition 1. 
DEFINITION 3. Under the hypotheses of Definition 2, the fractional 
derivative of order n + 3. is defined by 
(2.3) 
where O<A< 1 and n~Nu (0). 
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3. GENERAL DISTORTION THEOREMS 
Our first distortion theorem may be stated as 
THEOREM 1. Let the function f(z) defined hy (1.6) be izl the class 
F*(p, a). Then 
and 
IWf(z)l~ (np+ wm+ 1+4) 14p+a 
- (1 -(P--d MP+ 1-4) (3.1) 
lLyf(z)l< (f(p+ 1)/m+ 1 +A)] lzIp+a 
~{l+(P-~)lzll(P+l-a)} (3.2) 
for A > 0 and z E 42. Furthermore 
ID~pif(z)l 3max(O, {IQ+ l)/T(p+ 1 +3.f} IzJ~+‘~’ 
. {(p-A)-(p+ 1 +i)(p-a) Izl/(p+ 1 --M)}) (3.3) 
and 
lLpf(Z)I < {T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 +A)} Iz1 p+i-’ 
. {(p+4+(p+ 1 +UP-d MAP+ 1-q 
for ,I>0 and zE%. 
Proofi Let 
F(z) = (f(p + 1 + q/qp + 1,) Pyf (2) 
=zp- 1 O” T(p+n+ l)f(p+ 1 +I)a 
n=l T(p+n+ 1 +A)T(p+ 1) ‘+’ 
zp+n 
where 
=zp- 5 Ap+n~Pfn, 
n=l 
A 
r(p+n+ l)T(p+ 1 +A) 
p+rr=r(p+n+ 1 +n) T(p+ l)up+n* 
Then, by using 0 < A, + n < up + n and Lemma 1, we observe that 
f (p+n--)A p+nG f (P+n--b,+.~p--cc, 
n=l n=l 
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which shows that F(z)E.F*(~, a). Consequently, with the aid of Lemma 3, 
we have 
and 
IF(z)I 2 IzIP-(p-cc) lzlp+‘/(p+ 1 -a) 
W)l Q blP+(P--) IzIp+‘/(p+ 1 -a), 
which prove the first half of Theorem 1. 
NOW, by using the second half of Lemma 3, we have 
IF’(z)1 BP IzIP-‘- (p+ l)(p-cr) lzl”/(p+ 1 -cf) 
and 
IF’(z)1 <p IzIp-‘+ (p+ l)(p-‘!x) lzlP/(p+ 1 -a) 
for z E %. Thus we find that 
IDi-ff(z)l amax{O, {T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 +A)} 121’ 
. {P IzIp~‘-(P+ l)(P-a) bI”/(P+ 1-a 
- A IZI -’ I~,Af(z)l > 







p-y-(z)1 < (f(p+ 1)/z-(p+ 1 +A)} (zll (p (ZIP-’ 
+ (p + 1 )(p - LX) 121 “/(p + 1 - 2,) + 1 (ZI r ID-if(z)I 
< {f(p+ 1)/T@+ 1 +A)> IzIP+i~i{(p+jV) 
+ (P+ 1 +n)(P-Co lzl/(p+ 1 -a,) (3.13) 
for A> 0 and z E J2!. This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. By letting I -+ 0, Theorem 1 reduces at once to Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, D;*f(z) is included 
in a disk with its center at the origin and radius Q;l given by 
Q~“={~(p+1)/~(p+1+~)}{l+(p-cr)/(p+1-a)}. (3.14) 
Furthermore, 0: -‘f(z) is included in a disk with its center at the origin and 
radius R i - ’ given by 
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Rip”= {f(p+ 1)/Q+ 1 +A)} 
. {(p+4+(p+ 1 +J)(p-a)l(p+ l-4. (3.15) 
In the same way, we can prove the following theorem using Lemma 4 
instead of Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let thefunctionf(z) defined by (1.6) be in the class %?(p, CC). 
Then 
lD;“f(z)l 2 {f(p + 1)/Q+ 1 + A)} IzIp+ 
. WP(P-4 Izl/(p+ l)(p+ l-4 (3.16) 
and 
lD,Af(z)l < {f(p + 1 )/f(p + 1 + A,} !,,,+A 
. (1 +P(P-a) IMP+ l)(p+ 1-d) (3.17) 
for A> 0 and z E @. Furthermore 
IDA-‘If’(z)1 >max{O, (T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 +A)). IZI~+‘-~ 
. UP-Q-P@+ 1 +l)(p-a) I4/b+ lb+ 1-d)) 
(3.18) 
and 
ID;-“f(z)1 d {f(p+ l)/f(p+ 1 +A)} (zJp+2--1 
. {(P+J)+P(P+ 1 +A)(P-a) MP+ lh+ l-4> 
(3.19) 
for A>0 and zE%. 
Remark 2. Lemma 4 is a limiting case of Theorem 2 when 3, -P 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, D;*f (z) is included 
in a disk with its center at the origin and radius Q,” given by 
Qz”={~(P+~)/~(P+~+~)}{~+P(P-~)/(P+~)(P+~-~)~. (3.20) 
Furthermore, Da - "f ( ) z is included in a disk with its center at the origin and 
radius Ri-’ given by 
R;-“= {T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 +A)} 
. ~P+A)+P~+ 1+9(~-4i(~+ l)(~+ 1-a. (3.21) 
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Next we prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let thefunctionf’(z) dtlfined by (1.6) be in the class V(p, 2). 
Then 
lLYf’(r)l 3 (U/r+ l)/l.(p+ 1-i)) l-1” ‘(1 -(p-r* ) Izli(p+ 1 -a,) 
(3.22) 
and 
l~;./‘(=)l 6 (f(p+ 1)/I-(p+ 1 -A,) 1-I” *(l +(p-cc ) Hl(P+ 1 -a,; 
(3.23) 
.fbr 0 < A < 1 and z E ok. Furthermore 
lDf+A,f‘(r)l 3max{O, {T(p+ I)/T(p+ 1 -3.)} IzJPPi -’ 
. ((p-i-(p+ 1 +E.)(p--SC) Izl/(p+ 1 -a)}} (3.24) 
and 
P:+y(z)l d (T(p+ l)/f(p+ I -A)} /zI@-’ 
. {(P+A)+(Pf 1 +A)(p--a) Izl/(p+ 1 -a)} (3.25) 
forO<A<l andzE&, whered=‘%$p>2,andd=%--0) ifp=l. 
Proof: We consider the function 
G(z)= {T(p+ 1 -A)/T(p+ 1)) z”D;f(z) 
=zp- c m f(p+n+ l)T(p+ 1 -A)a 
n=,I-(p+n+l-J.)T(p+l) p+n 
zP+” 
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and f(z) E U(p, a), we can see that 




which shows that G(z) E F*(p, a). Consequently, by means of Lemma 3, 
we have 
and 
IG(z)l 3 IzIp-(p-a) JzI~+~/(P+ 1 -a) (3.30) 
(G(z)1 < lzlp+(p-a) l~I~+~/(p+ 1 -a), 
which readily imply the first half of Theorem 3. 
We also have 
(3.31) 
and 
JG’(z)J >p lzIpP1 -(p+ l)(p-a) IzI”/(p+ 1 -a) (3.32) 
IG’~~)l~pl~lP~l+(p+l)(p-a)JzJP/(p+I-a) (3.33) 
with the help of the second half of Lemma 3. Hence 
lDi+if(z)l >max{O, (Up+ l)/f(p+ 1 -A)} IzI-’ 
. {p IzIp-‘-(p+ l)(p-a) lzlp/(p+ 1 -a)) 
- i I4 --I Ief(z)l f 
>max(O, {T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 -A)} IzJpP’~’ 
. {(p-A)-(P+ 1 +J)(p-a) Izl/(P+ 1 -a)>) (3.34) 
and 
P:+“f(z)l< {I-(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 -A)} IzIP {p IzIP-’ 
+ (P+ l)(p-a) lzlpAp+ 1 -a)} +J. IzImml lD$f(z)l 
< {T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 -A)} (zIp-lP’ 
.((P+~)+(P+1+I)(p-a)Izl/(p/1-a)} (3.35) 
for Odi< 1 and ZEN’, where b=~& ifp>2, and 6=%- {0} ifp= 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, D:.f(z) is included in 
a disk with its center at the origin and radius Q: given by 
Qt= (T(p+ l)/T(p+ 1 -A)}{1 +(p-a)/(p+ 1 -a)}. (3.36) 
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